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Abstract

This article introduces a cutting-edge H1model-based control method for uncertain Multi

Input Multi Output (MIMO) systems, specifically focusing on UAVs, through a flexible mixed-

optimization framework using the Method of Inequality (MOI). The proposed approach

adaptively addresses crucial challenges such as unmodeled dynamics, noise interference,

and parameter variations. Central to the design is a two-step controller development pro-

cess. The first step involves Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (NDI) and system decoupling for

simplification, while the second step integrates H1 control with MOI for optimal response

tuning. This strategy is distinguished by its adaptability and focus on balancing robust stabil-

ity and performance, effectively managing the intricate cross-coupling dynamics in UAV sys-

tems. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is validated through simulations

conducted in MATLAB/Simulink environment. Results demonstrated the efficiency of the

proposed robust control approach as evidenced by reduced steady-state error, diminished

overshoot, and faster system response times, thus significantly outperforming traditional

control methods.

1 Introduction

Nonlinearity plays a crucial role in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and their operations,

particularly in modern warfare scenarios. Nonlinearities refer to complex and often unpredict-

able behaviors that arise from nonlinear relationships between input and output signals or

states of a system [1]. In UAVs, nonlinearities can arise from a range of factors, such as the

aerodynamic properties of the vehicle, the dynamics of its propulsion and control systems, and

the effects of external disturbances like wind and turbulence in [2]. These nonlinearities can

make UAVs more challenging to model and control than linear systems, but they also offer

several advantages in terms of their capabilities and performance.

An essential advantage of nonlinear UAVs lies in their capacity to function within intricate,

ever-changing settings. Utilizing linear control algorithms empowers UAVs to adapt swiftly to
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shifting circumstances and promptly react to unforeseen disruptions. This capability allows

them to efficiently traverse cluttered or congested environments, evade obstacles, and precisely

track moving targets [3–6]. Nonlinear UAVs provide numerous merits in this context, includ-

ing their adeptness at operating in jammed environments, their resilience against detection

and interception, and their capability to execute intricate maneuvers while maintaining high

speeds with heightened stability and precision. The significance of nonlinear characteristics in

UAVs underscores their growing importance in the contemporary landscape, where advanced

control and navigation systems are required to facilitate their effective operation in intricate

and unpredictable surroundings [7–9]. The nomenclature for a UAV, including all pertinent

parameters and their corresponding symbols, is comprehensively detailed in Table 1.

The Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control, discussed in [10, 11] as a fractional

controller, and further elaborated in [12] for the coupled system’s degree of freedom, is one

approach. Nonlinear control combined with estimation control for addressing highly nonlin-

ear systems is detailed in [13]. Swarm optimization is employed to optimize the decoupled sys-

tem, building upon the PID control strategy presented in [14]. Classical control strategies,

defined with a focus on the efficient output response of UAVs, are explained in [15, 16]. The

integration of nonlinear control with classical control techniques is demonstrated in [17]. To

eliminate coupling effects, decoupling techniques, whether static or dynamic, are utilized.

Table 1. Nomenclature.

Symbol Description Symbol Description

θ angular displacement of the main rotor _y angular velocity of the main rotor

φ angular displacement of the tail rotor _φ angular velocity of the tail rotor.

a1, a2 constants related to the main and tail rotors b1, b2 constants related to the main and tail rotors.

I1, I2 moment of inertia of the main and tail rotors,

respectively

τ1, τ2 input control signals applied to the main and tail rotors,

respectively.

Mg torque produced by the tail rotor (control input) kgy constant related to the tail rotor

x 2 R real number of states u 2 R input signal

Cc controllability matrix Oo observability matrix

A system matrix α order of the matrix

udis disturbance J jacobian matrix

B1θ B2θ B1φ B2φ frictional parameters kgy gyroscopic parameter

k1 gain of main motor k2 gain tail rotor

T11, T21 constants of the main rotor T10, T20 constants of the tail rotor

u2 y-axis control input force u1 x-axis control input

Gθ vertical plane system Gϕ horizontal plane system

ez(t) tracking of pitch and yaw angles. v(t) scaling factor

G nonlinear system. r reference input

ðD ~M ;D~NÞ unstructured perturbation Gd disturbance of plant.

T complementary sensitive function W1,W2,Wp,

Wu

weighted functions

Gu transfer matrix of the control signal Ky feedback matrix functions

Kr transfer matrix of pre-filter d disturbance

ΔF fictitious perturbation So output sensitivity matrix

So = (I + GuKy)
− 1

output sensitivity matrix function yc ¼ yþWnn
output feedback vector

Si = (I + KyGu) − 1 input sensitivity matrix function Si input sensitivity matrix

wp performance matrix wu control action matrix

wm model matrix wn sensor noise matrix

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.t001
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In [18, 19], adaptation laws based Model Predictive Control (MPC) strategy with neural

networks are introduced to overcome the parametric variations. Furthermore, an adaptive

MPC approach via a learning-based strategy is explored in [20, 21]. An alternative control

strategy for uncertainties is Multiple Model Second-Level Adaptation (MALSA), as described

in [22, 23]. In addition, an intelligent control strategy, tailored to the prototype’s nonlinear

behavior detailed in [24], is implemented in a discrete-time framework. This strategy comes in

two variants, sliding mode control and integral SMC, both designed to address the response of

the system’s states following the use of a decoupler, as presented in [16, 25]. An uncertain

quadrotor UAV should be able to track a trajectory with model uncertainties, external distur-

bances, actuator faults, and input delay. To achieve this, research in [26] proposed a control

scheme based on disturbance observer and sliding mode manifold. A neural network-based

control scheme, specifically a radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) with robust

approximation capabilities, is designed to compensate for uncertainties, disturbances, and

actuator faults for fault tolerance [27]. Another research addressing uncertainties, time delays,

external disturbances and non-linearities is reported in [28], which proposed a control

approach involving an equivalent input disturbance (EID) estimator. The estimator is used for

external disturbances and non-linearities.

The authors in [29–31] presented controller design considering uncertain nonlinear sys-

tems. The presented control strategy in both of the research works employed Lyapunov func-

tions and Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) conditions to ensure stability and optimal

performance despite uncertainties and disturbances. Another important strategy for designing

robustH1 controllers especially for Linear Time Invariant (LTI) systems is based on the Ric-

cati equation. This approach is often used in conjunction with the LMI approach [32, 33].

Most of the aforementioned control strategies including [29–33] suffer from some drawbacks.

LMI approach and Riccati equation forH1 robust control design can be conservative, leading

to more robust controllers but less optimal in terms of performance due to higher-order non-

linear and coupled dynamics of the system [31, 33]. Also, this strategy requires accurate mod-

els of uncertainty including bounds on uncertain parameters. However, in real-world systems,

obtaining precise models of uncertainty can be challenging. If the uncertainty model is not

accurately represented, the designed control strategy may not perform as expected. In contrast

to [29–33], the controller proposed in the present research has the ability to reduce conserva-

tism, and owing to its flexible nature, the controller can be extended to handle complex non-

linear systems. Moreover, the proposed method also allows for the inclusion of constraints in

the control design process. Constraints can be imposed on control inputs, states, or outputs to

ensure that the system operates within desired bounds or satisfies specific requirements. Loop

Shaping Control (LSC), while useful, struggles with these complexities, especially in system

modeling and stability analysis. Additionally, the design process for these systems is computa-

tionally demanding, leading to longer development times and implementation difficulties.

These UAVs are also highly sensitive to uncertainties, including modeling errors and external

disturbances, which can compromise controller performance and stability. Similarly, LSC lim-

its its ability to address other control aspects, such as robustness to disturbances or transient

responses. The key novelty of our work lies in proposing and developing a flexible mixed-opti-

mization approach withH1 control for a coupled UAV system, which utilizes the method of

inequality (MOI). This novel framework allows us to address the complex coupling dynamics

of the UAV system and design an effective control strategy that balances diverse optimization

objectives, such as stability, performance, robustness, and reduced conservatism. Moreover, in

contrast to most of the reported works on nonlinear control and optimization of UAVs includ-

ing [30–33] are limited to simulation, the present work reports experimental results obtained
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from a helicopter prototype, thus evidencing the real-world applicability of the proposed opti-

mization approach.

In our previous studies [25, 34], we have considered the nonlinear characteristics and the

coupling effect between the rotors as perturbations. To address the complexities associated with

inverting the motion equations and reduce model complexity, we have employed a controller

design based on Non-linear Dynamic Inversion (NDI). The stability of the system is ensured

through calculations of the controllability and observability matrices. These calculations yield

full rank matrices of sizes 6*10 and 10*6, confirming the controllability and observability of the

system. Furthermore, we apply a decoupling technique to transform the system into two subsys-

tems: the Vertical Plane System (VPS) and the Horizontal Plane System (HPS). Quantitative

measurements play a vital role in the experimental response of control systems, particularly in

the case of UAVs. These measurements are given significant attention as they offer valuable

insights into various aspects of system behavior, stability analysis, response speed, stability,

accuracy, and system identification. These properties are critical for the development of effec-

tive control strategies and the optimization of performance in real-world applications. Higher-

order UAV systems present significant challenges in control design due to their complex

dynamics and states. This research pioneers a groundbreaking mixed optimization technique in

H1model-based control for MIMO systems, marked by several key contributions:

1. Innovative flexible-nature design strategy: We introduce an innovative approach charac-

terized by its flexibility. This strategy utilizes weighted functions as tuning parameters, inte-

gral to the optimization process. These weighted functions, when combined with H1
model-based control, create a robust and sophisticated optimization framework.

2. Unified mixed optimization framework: The integration of weighted functions withH1
control forms a unique mixed optimization model. This integration, leveraging the Method

of Inequality (MOI), enhances the optimization process, yielding comprehensive outcomes

in system performance and stability.

3. Adaptability and robust performance: The proposed method allows for the adjustment of

design parameters, enhancing the algorithm’s maturity and robustness. This adaptability

proves crucial in managing internal and external perturbations, including the unstructured

dynamics prevalent in MIMO systems, thereby ensuring stable and robust performance in

various complex scenarios.

4. Real-time application in challenging conditions: Demonstrated through real-time appli-

cations under challenging conditions, including noise, parametric variations, disturbance

torque, and wind disturbances, the method validates its robust optimization capabilities. It

shows improved system responses compared to current research findings, highlighting its

effectiveness in practical scenarios.

The remainder sections are structured as follows. The modeling of the system is presented

in mathematical modeling. The Loop Shaping Control (LSC), mixed-sensitivity control intro-

duction with its limitations and mixed optimization design procedure are elaborated in the

control design. The simulation and experimental response to validate the robustness is verified

in the simulation results. The conclusion offers an in-depth comparison, including a compre-

hensive table displaying the simulation results.

2 Mathematical model

A nonlinear system’s modeling can be established by making certain necessary, though judi-

cious, assumptions, as outlined in [35]. We depict a system with limited movement, along with
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the key parameters, as illustrated in Fig 1. Twin rotor MIMO system typically consists of two

independently controlled rotors, often placed in a parallel configuration represented in Fig 2.

Each rotor can produce thrust and torque, allowing for control of the system’s position and

orientation in space. The mathematical modeling of the UAV is given below under certain

assumptions for simplification in understanding the system. The mechanical part of the UAV

is elaborated via mathematical expression in Eq (1) as a momentum of pitch angle.

I1€y ¼ M1 � MFG � MBy � MG ð1Þ

Fig 1. Basic schematic sketch of TRMS [35].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g001
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M1 ¼ a1t
2
1
þ b1t1 ð2Þ

MFG ¼ Mg sin y ð3Þ

MBy ¼ B1y
_y þ B2y sinð2yÞ _φ2 ð4Þ

MG ¼ KgyM1
_φ cosðyÞ ð5Þ

where a1 and b1 are constants. This equation is based on the law of conservation of angular

momentum. The Eq (6) is a mathematical expression of the tail rotor momentum.

I2 €φ ¼ M2 � MBφ � MR ð6Þ

The momentum equations in the vertical plane of motion are written as,

M2 ¼ a2t
2
2
þ b2t2 ð7Þ

MBφ ¼ B1φ _φ ð8Þ

MR ¼ Kc
Tosþ 1

Tpsþ 1
M1 ð9Þ

The Runge-Kutta method is a powerful numerical integration technique for approximating

solutions to ordinary differential equations (ODEs). It offers several properties that make it

widely used and suitable for various applications. The Runge-Kutta method’s combination of

Fig 2. Phenomenological model with rotors dimension.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g002
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accuracy, stability, simplicity, and versatility makes it a fundamental and widely used numeri-

cal integration technique in scientific and engineering disciplines. The objective is to design a

model accurately by Runge-Kutta. The prototype featuring both rotors, including the main

and tail rotor, can be mathematically described by the following state equations:

2.1 Equation for the main rotor (θ)

d _y

dt
¼
a1

I1
t2

1
þ
b1

I1
t1 �

Mg

I1
sinðyÞ þ

0:0326

2I1
sinð2yÞ _φ2 �

B1y

I1
y �

kgyB2y

I1
cosðyÞ _φ a1t12 þ b1t1ð Þ ð10Þ

2.2 Equation for the tail rotor (φ)

d _φ
dt
¼
a2

I2
t2

2
þ
b2

I2
t2 �

B1φ

I2
_φ �

kcB2φ

I2
1:75 a1t

2

1
þ b1t1

� �
ð11Þ

The above state-space equations provide a comprehensive representation of the dynamics and

interactions between the main and tail rotors in the system. They are instrumental in analyzing

and controlling the system’s behavior to ensure stability and achieve desired performance. The

mathematical equation for the main rotor can be expressed as follows:

_t1 ¼
T10

T11

t1 þ
k1

T11

u1 ð12Þ

Eq (12) captures the dynamics of the main rotor, including the effects of stiffness, and external

control inputs. It describes how the pitch angle of the main rotor changes over time in

response to these factors. By manipulating the control input, it is possible to regulate the main

rotor’s behavior and achieve the desired motion along the vertical axis (vertical plane). Simi-

larly. the mathematical equation for the tail rotor can be expressed as follows:

_t2 ¼
T20

T21

t2 þ
k2

T21

u2 ð13Þ

Eq (13) describes the dynamics of the tail rotor, taking into account factors such as damping,

stiffness, and external control inputs. It governs how the yaw angle of the tail rotor evolves

over time, influencing the motion along the horizontal axis (horizontal plane). The state Eqs

(10)–(13) have been transformed into linear state equations, wherein no term exceeds a degree

of one. Linearization is the method used to derive these linear equations, albeit with certain

necessary simplifying assumptions. The model can be characterized as follows:

_xðtÞ ¼ AxðtÞ þ BuðtÞ ð14Þ

yðtÞ ¼ CxðtÞ ð15Þ

Here, x represents the states, which are real numbers (x 2 R), while u denotes the signal as

input and y signifies the output, all within the realm of real numbers (u; y 2 R). The state
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equations of TRMS are provided below:

x ¼
h
y _y φ _φ

iT
ð16Þ

y ¼ ½ y φ �T ð17Þ

In this context, θ signifies the pitch motion, ϕ denotes the yaw motion, τ1 corresponds to

the momentum for the pitch position rotor, and τ2 stands for the momentum of the tail rotor.

The application of NDI involves streamlining the system through straightforward mathemati-

cal calculations. The states of the system, when linearized at the origin, can be expressed as x(t)
= x(0).

J ¼
df ðxÞ
dx
jx¼0

ð18Þ

J ¼

@f1=@x1
� � �

@f1=@x6

..

. . .
. ..

.

@f6=@x1
� � �

@f6=@x6

2

6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
5

ð19Þ

Several mathematical operations have been applied to derive the simplified matrices at the ori-

gin, represented as (0, 0, 0), and these are presented below:

A ¼

0 1 0 0 0 0

�
Mg
I1
�

B1y

I1
0 0

b1

I1
0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 �
B1φ
I2
�

kc
I2

1:75
b2

I2

0 0 0 0 �
T10

T11
0

0 0 0 0 0 �
T20

T21

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

ð20Þ

C ¼
1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

" #

B ¼

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

k1

T11
0

0
k2

T21

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

ð21Þ

Table 2 furnishes the system’s parametric values, along with accompanying descriptions.

Fig 3 illustrates the block diagram of the UAV, capturing the disturbance torque known as the

coupling effect. Within this diagram, there are two states referred to as the pitch position and

yaw position and the disturbance torque between the rotors.

2.3 Stability analysis of TRMS (UAV)

The system under examination is subject to a mathematical assessment known as controlla-

bility and observability. This necessitates that all dynamic states of the model be controllable
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and is determined by the system matrices A and B called controllability. In Eq (22), we

encounter a linear system matrix referred to as controllable form, indicating the ability to find

an input u(t) that can drive the state x(to) to the origin within a finite time. If there exists an

input that satisfies the condition x(t) = 0 for all initial times and states, it confirms the system’s

controllability, as discussed in [36]. The controllability matrix is elucidated as follows:

Table 2. Parameters of UAV [35].

Symbol Description Value Unit

I1 main rotor inertia 6.8 × 10−2 kgm2

I2 tail rotor inertia 2 × 10−2 kgm2

a1 main motor constant 0.0135 -

b1 main motor constant 0.0924 -

a2 tail motor constant 0.02 -

b2 tail motor constant 0.9 -

Mg gravitational momentum 0.32 Nm
B1θ frictional parameter 6 × 10−3 Nms2/rad2

B2θ frictional parameter 1 × 10−3 Nms2/rad2

B1φ frictional parameter 1 × 10−1 Nms/rad
B2φ frictional parameter 1 × 10−2 Nms2/rad
kgy gyroscopic parameter 0.05 rad/s
k1 gain of main motor 1.1 -

k2 gain of tail motor 0.8 -

T11, T10, T21, T20 constants of motor 1 -

kc coupling reaction for gain 2 -

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.t002

Fig 3. Block diagram of the MIMO system.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g003
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• (A, B) is controllable,

• The controllability of the system:

Cc ¼ ½B AB A2B A3B A4B ::: Aa� 1B� ð22Þ

Here, α represents a positive integer that varies depending on the order of the system matrix

A,” with Eq (22) having a matrix order of 6. A system is deemed controllable when its determi-

nant is non-zero. The matrix in question exhibits full rank, affirming the system’s controlla-

bility. This full rank property further solidifies the system’s controllability. The resulting

controllability matrix is as follows:

Cc ¼

0 0 0 0 0:0014 0 � 0:0014 0 � 0:0052 0

0 0 0:0014 0 � 0:0014 0 � 0:0052 0 0:0058 0

0 0 0 0 0:0016 0:0036 � 0:0096 � 0:0216 0:0491 0:1116

0 0 � 0:0016 0:0036 0:0096 0:0216 0:0491 0:1116 0:2468 0:5616

1 0 0:0009 0 0:0008 0 0:0008 0 0:0007 0

0 0:8 0 0:0008 0 0:0008 0 0:0008 0 0:0008

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

ð23Þ

The evident illustration of the system’s full-rank characteristic is evident in the matrix dis-

played above, exemplifying the attributes of a full-rank matrix. To affirm this full-rank prop-

erty, one may calculate the determinant of the system matrix, which should not yield a result

of zero. Additionally, when all system states converge to the origin, it serves as confirmation of

the system’s observability. Observability, which acts as the dual counterpart to controllability,

can be ascertained in the following manner:

• (A, C) is observable,

• The observability matrix can be found here,

OO ¼ ½C CA CA2 CA3 CA4 . . . . . .CAa� 1�
T ð24Þ

For the system to be deemed controllable, it’s crucial that its determinant is not equal to

zero. As the matrix demonstrates the full rank property, it confirms the observability of the sys-

tem. The computed observability matrix is presented below, and its full rank property under-

scores the system’s observability. Stability analysis lays a robust foundation for designing an

appropriate controller. In the subsequent section, we delve into the controller constraints as
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per the system dynamics.

OO ¼

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

� 4:7059 � 0:0882 0 1:3588 0 0

0 0 0 � 5 1:6170 4:5

0:4151 � 4:6534 0 0 � 1:3543 0

0 0 0 25 � 9:5532 � 27

22:1089 0:8294 0 0 � 8:6574 0

0 0 0 � 125 49:1258 139

� 3:9032 22:0356 0 0 5:8103 0

0 0 0 663 � 246 � 702

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

ð25Þ

The cross-coupling effect with all other unwanted perturbations makes the TRMS behavior

very complex. The horizontal plane angle can be fixed by posing the value of u2 = 0. Decou-

pling makes the system into subsystems such as VPS and HPS represented in Fig 4. The

Fig 4. Block diagram of the SISO subsystems.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g004
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transfer function of both subsystems is given below:

Gy sð Þ ¼
111:2

0:390s3 þ 0:3835s2 þ 1:454sþ 1
ð26Þ

G� sð Þ ¼
111:2

5:64s2 þ 3:97sþ 1
ð27Þ

where G = [Gθ Gϕ]T and subsystems are obtained by putting second control input equal to

zero. During the inversion process, NDI may encounter singularity issues that can affect its

performance. This singularity can alter the rank of the system matrix, leading to discontinuous

behavior and potentially causing unbounded elements in the matrix. To mitigate these draw-

backs, a solution is proposed in [37], which involves augmenting a scaling factor, as elaborated

below:

_v tð Þ ¼ � v tð Þ þ
g

ezðtÞ
2
; v 0ð Þ > 0 ð28Þ

where γ is constant and ez(t) represents the tracking of pitch angle and yaw angle. A negative

sign represents the convergence towards origin and asymptotic stability confined with tracking

control of the angles in the above expression.

3 Control design

Linear control design is important for nonlinear coupled systems primarily because it provides

a means to simplify and manage the complexity of such systems, enabling effective control.

Designing controllers for linearized models is often more straightforward and allows for the

application of well-understood control strategies.

3.1 Loop Shaping Control (LSC)

The attainment of nominal performance and robust stabilization hinges on the particular cost

function of the LSC problem, as detailed in [38] and illustrated as a sub-optimization in Fig 5.

Fig 5. Standard LSC configuration.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g005
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In the context of highly nonlinear closed-loop systems, the utilization of a controller gain

denoted as ‘K’ becomes crucial in maintaining a seamless output by managing the control

input ‘U’. On the other hand, ‘G’ signifies a generic nonlinear system that reacts to a reference

input ‘r’. To create a robust controller, different formulas are at one’s disposal, each tailored to

meet specific design criteria, S T= and S
KS= weighted method. Optimal result can be obtained by

S
KS= , In this context, the variable S corresponds to sensitivity, and the output gain of the con-

troller is denoted as K. This function serves the purpose of attenuating output disturbances,

ensuring accurate tracking of desired responses, and enhancing the model’s robust stability

against additive perturbations. Robust performance in the presence of multiplicative model

uncertainty can be attained through the following function S
T= , In this context, T represents

the complementary sensitivity function. Both methods for designing robust controllers are

valuable and applicable, but they have limitations arising from the representation of model

uncertainty. These limitations are linked to the number of poles located in the right half of the

complex plane, as discussed in [39]. It’s important to note that there is a possibility of pole-

zero cancellation when working with a nominal model and during the controller design pro-

cess. Alternatively, there’s another approach to introducing perturbations, which leads to the

presentation of robust stabilization design methods. To circumvent pole-zero cancellations in

the right half-plane, the LSC method is introduced. The LSC relaxes the constraint on the

number of poles in the right half-plane within both the nominal model and the controller.

The coprime factorization can be elaborated in matrices, denoted as ð ~M; ~NÞ 2 Hþ
1

, eluci-

dates across the state space for a prototype model G. This representation holds if and only if

certain conditions are met:

• ~M ¼ 0, detð ~MÞ 6¼ 0

• Represents the model G ¼ ~M � 1 ~N

• The value of ð~V ; ~NÞ 2 Hþ
1

, ~M ~V þ ~N ~U ¼ I

The plant is normalized for the left coprime factorization, if and only if,

~M ~M þ ~N ~N ¼ I

The state equations for normalized factorization are obtained through equation as,

ðA � BDtRð� 1ÞCÞZ þ ZðA � BDtRð� 1ÞCÞ � ZCTRð� 1ÞCZ þ BðI � DTRð� 1ÞDÞBT ¼ 0

where R = I + DDT and D� 0 is unique solution for stabilization.

~N ~M
� �

¼
Aþ HC jBþ HD H
N � 1=2CjR� 1=2DR� 1=2

� �

The desired outcome for the normalization of the factorization of G ¼ ~M � 1 ~N can be obtained.

Likewise, the normalization of the factorization can be computed as follows:

ðA � BSð� 1ÞDTCÞTX þ XðA � BSð� 1ÞDTCÞ � XBSð� 1ÞBTX þ CTðI � DSð� 1ÞDTDÞC ¼ 0

here s = i + DTD and X� 0. The perturbation of the plant shown as:

GD; ¼
�

~M þ GD

��
~M þ D ~M

�� 1
�

~N þ D ~N
�� 1

Here, ðD ~M ;D ~N ) denotes the unstructured perturbation. We can attain the Hankel
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computational approximation of the controller K through the following process:

K ¼
Aþ BF þ g2ðLT � 1ÞZCTðC þ DFÞ j g2ðLT � 1ÞZCT

BTX j � DT

� �

In this context, let’s define F = −S−1(DTC + BTX) and L = (1 − γ2)I + XZ. Under certain condi-

tions, it may exhibit singular behavior, making it impractical for implementation. To address

this issue, the controller gain can be computed as follows:

K ¼
� LTsþ LTðAþ BFÞ þ g2ZCTðC þ DFÞ j g2ZCT

BTX j � DT

� �

The primary objective of the optimization task is to eliminate both structured and unstruc-

tured perturbations while achieving a smooth output without overshooting. By optimizing the

system’s gain, we can effectively address singularity issues and minimize the cost function. The

intended frequency response must adhere to particular requirements, encompassing robust

stability, robust performance, and specified conditions for crossover frequency and roll-off.

Implementing the LSC approach yields square input responses, which in turn aid in achieving

convergence for both pitch and yaw angles towards the desired trajectory. This convergence is

visually depicted in Figs 16 and 17, respectively. Furthermore, to gain a deeper understanding

of the higher-order UAV’s behavior, we delve into the concept of mixed sensitivity in the sub-

sequent subsection.

3.2 Mixed sensitivity design strategy

A system is considered robust when it can maintain optimal performance and stability with

considered disturbances, as outlined in [40]. The concept of mixed sensitivity control involves

minimizing the cost function by focusing on sensitivity attributes at low frequencies, as dis-

cussed in [41]. Robust controllers are specifically designed for closed-loop systems, and this

technique, which has evolved over the past two decades, has consistently delivered effective

results. To address various nominal and robust stability concerns and minimize issues related

to theH1 norm, theH1mixed-sensitivity approach is employed. This approach not only

resolves nominal performance challenges, as depicted in Fig 6, but also tackles robust optimi-

zation problems, as mentioned in [39]. A robust strategy aims to achieve a satisfactory, smooth

output. The conventional procedure for designing a controller to overcome the specific prob-

lem involves the use of a transfer function for a general plant G(s) with a representation of the

closed-loop transfer function.

G sð Þ ¼
g11ðsÞ g12ðsÞ

g21ðsÞ g22ðsÞ

" #

z ¼ FlðP;KÞw

z ¼ ½g11 þ g12KðI � g22Þ
� 1g21 ¼ FlðP;KÞw

Here, Fl(P, K)w confirms the utilization of a transform involving P and K. The objective for the

controller under consideration is as follows:

Kmin
stabilizingFlðG;KÞw1

The optimization possesses the capability to optimize the norm of infinity, which should result
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in a smooth controller gain, denoted as K. The primary responsibility of this gain is to reduce:

FlðG;KÞw1 ¼ maxw�sðFlðG;KÞðjwÞÞ

The challenge of sub-optimality and interconnectivity within the plant can be framed as:

FlðG;KÞw1 < g

G ¼

I � MW1

0 I

I � MW2

2

6
4

3

7
5

Generally, the weighting functionsWP,Wu are weighted (tuning variables) matrices with

appropriate dimensions. However, LSC and H1mixed sensitivity are not without their draw-

backs, especially when dealing with higher-order UAV systems. Higher-order UAV systems

present significant challenges in control design due to their complex dynamics and states.

Loop Shaping Control, while useful, struggles with these complexities, especially in system

modeling and stability analysis. Additionally, the design process for these systems is

Fig 6. Mixed-sensitivity approach.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g006
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computationally demanding, leading to longer development times and implementation diffi-

culties. These UAVs are also highly sensitive to uncertainties, including modeling errors and

external disturbances, which can compromise controller performance and stability. LSC’s

focus on frequency domain shaping limits its ability to address other control aspects, such as

robustness to disturbances or transient responses. Moreover, these systems often lack adapt-

ability to changes over time, impacting long-term performance. Achieving a balance between

performance specifications and stability is another critical challenge, where prioritizing one

can negatively impact the other. The controllers also show limitations in robust performance

validation and real-time response effectiveness. Even the mixed sensitivity approach using the

H1 technique does not guarantee robust stability and performance, particularly in highly cou-

pled systems, often nearing stability thresholds of about 60%.

The model-based H1 control is enhanced with mixed optimization control, where weight-

ing parameters are treated as design parameters. This approach offers significant advantages in

terms of robustness. The controller’s objective is to meet the criteria for the real-time perfor-

mance of the system, which will be discussed in the following subsection.

3.3 Mixed optimization with robust performance validation

The selection of the gain is closely intertwined with the choice of weighting functions, which,

in turn, are determined by evaluating the open-loop response of the weighted plant. In essence,

the weights represented byWp andWu are treated as design parameters. This approach implies

that the design challenge can be reconfigured so that the parameters of the weighting functions

serve as design variables aimed at satisfying a set of closed-loop performance constraints, as

elaborated in [37]. The designer’s responsibility is not to determine the controller’s order but

rather to determine the order of the weighting functions. By utilizing low-order weighting

functions, it becomes possible to synthesize high-order controllers, often leading to signifi-

cantly enhanced performance or robustness compared to the utilization of simple low-order

controllers. The design problem can now be articulated as follows: Start by defining the plant

G and specifying its characteristics. (i) Define the values of ey and ez to establish the desired

closed-loop performance. (ii) Specify the form and initial order of the weighting functionsWp

andWu. Ensure that bounds are set to maintain stability and minimum phase properties for

Wp andWu, preventing unwanted pole/zero cancellations. It’s advisable to start with a small

initial order for the weighting functions. (iii) Set the initial values ofWp based on the open-

loop frequency response of the plant. (iv) Employ appropriate algorithms to search for a com-

bination of (Wp,Wu) that satisfies the specified inequalities. If a solution is found, the design is

considered satisfactory. If not, consider options such as increasing the order of the weighting

functions, relaxing some of the desired bounds, or attempting the design process again. (v)

Once satisfactory weighting functionsWp andWu are identified, you will have a suitable feed-

back controller that meets your design objectives. A mixed optimization approach based on

the Method of Inequality (MOI) offers flexibility when it comes to specifying controller design

requirements. For instance, the controller for the system may need to meet certain criteria like

achieving a rise time of less than one second, settling within five seconds, and limiting over-

shoot to under 10%. In such scenarios, it’s evidently more practical and straightforward to

express the design problem explicitly using these inequalities. The Method of Inequalities, as

described in [42], is a computer-assisted multi-task design methodology that represents

desired performance through algebraic inequalities. The primary objective of the control pro-

cess satisfy the inequalities.
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3.4 H1Model-based mixed optimization

The control system’s specification involves tracking a desired signal, as illustrated in the block

diagram with the input-output scheme depicted in Fig 7. The objective of the designed control

system is to ensure that its output closely follows the predetermined signal. Given the nature of

the nonlinear system, it is imperative to employ efficient optimization techniques, as discussed

in [43, 44].

H1model-based mixed optimization offers robustness, versatility, and flexibility when

designing control systems for higher-order UAVs with coupling effect. Its ability to handle

uncertainties, consider both frequency and time-domain performance, and adapt to system

variations makes it a suitable choice for complex UAV applications. By finding an optimal

trade-off between performance and robustness, the proposed controller provides a reliable

control solution for higher-order UAV systems. Through this approach, two controllers are

formulated. The first one focuses on achieving robust stability, internal stability, and distur-

bance rejection, as depicted in Fig 8. The second controller is designed with the flexibility to

use the weighting matrix (tuning parameters) of mixed optimization as a design parameter,

guided by the MOI. The term “uncertain plant” refers to the controlled system, which exhibits

behavior influenced by uncertainties, variations, and disturbances. When designing a

Fig 7. Block diagram of input/output scheme.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g007
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controller for the uncertain plant, some basic requirements must be fulfilled to ensure stable

and robust performance, especially in the presence of perturbations. The uncertain plant must

fulfill fundamental criteria in the presence of perturbations, including both internal and exter-

nal disturbances.

u ¼ Kr Ky
� �

r � yc½ �
T
¼ Krr � Kyyc ð29Þ

where Ky represents the feedback matrix function and Kr is the transfer function matrix of the

pre-filter. The control input signal (u) is the signal that drives the UAV to achieve the desired

output. It is determined by the error signals (r) and yc through the controller matrix [Kr Ky].
The error signal (r) represents the difference between the desired reference input and the

actual output of the UAV. The other error signal yc is derived from the output of the UAV and

is typically used in feedback control systems. The controller matrix [Kr Ky] combines two sub-

matrices Kr and Ky. Kr is the transfer function matrix of the pre-filter, and Ky is the feedback

matrix function. This matrix relates the error signals to the control input u, shaping how the

errors affect the control action. In Eq (27), the control input (u) is equal to the product of the

controller matrix [Kr Ky] and the column vector [r; −yc]. The negative sign in front of yc indi-

cates that the feedback is used in a negative sense (subtraction) in the control loop. The term

[Kr r] represents the control action based on the reference input r, and it is called the pre-filter.

The pre-filter modifies the reference input to shape the desired behavior and compensate for

any disturbances that may be present. The term [Ky yc] represents the control action based on

Fig 8. Closed-loop system with performance requirements.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g008
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the feedback signal yc. The feedback control is used to correct any discrepancies between the

desired output and the actual output of the plant. By combining the pre-filter and feedback

control, the controller [Kr Ky] can effectively regulate the uncertain plant to achieve the desired

output while mitigating the effects of internal and external disturbances. Fig 9 depicts the

closed-loop model, which encompasses the uncertain TRMS. This model incorporates the

feedback response of the controller, performance criteria, and the disturbance matrix associ-

ated with noise functions. Within this framework, the variables r, d, and n represent the refer-

ence input, input disturbances, and noise, respectively. The goal is to regulate (measure) the

output angles, specifically the yaw angle ϕ and the pitch angle θ.” The aim is to effectively han-

dle various forms of disturbances, such as noise and parametric variations.

The signals for output tracking control, specifically ey and eu, serve as error tracking signals.

The output feedback vector, denoted as yc and comprising the measured noise n and the noise-

shaping filterWn, is a vector-matrix. These signals, ey and eu,” quantify the discrepancies

between the desired output and the actual output of the controlled system. These error signals

are crucial in closed-loop control as they drive the controller to take corrective actions and reg-

ulate the system to track the desired reference input accurately. In a closed-loop control sys-

tem, the controller compares the reference input with the measured output and calculates the

error signals. The control system aims to minimize these error signals to achieve accurate out-

put tracking, which is essential for stable and reliable closed-loop operation. The output feed-

back vector, denoted as yc, is a vector-matrix that combines the measured output y with the

measured noise n, and it is modified by the filterWn for noise shaping. The output feedback

vector is used in the control loop to make control decisions based on the available measure-

ments and to account for any disturbances or noise present in the system. The output feedback

vector yc can be expressed as: yc = y +Wnn. While y is the measured output of the controlled

system.Wnn represents the noise filter that processes the measured noise n. In the context of

closed-loop stability, the output feedback vector plays a critical role in ensuring that the con-

trol system can handle disturbances, noise, and uncertainties effectively. By incorporating the

measured noise and using a noise filter, the control system can shape the control action to

minimize the impact of noise on the output and maintain stability and accuracy in the closed-

Fig 9. Model based control strategy.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g009
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loop system. The following weighted system are required error tracking output (ey, eu) equa-

tion must satisfy the condition,

ey

eu

" #

¼

WpðSoGuKr � MÞ WpSoGd � WpSoGuKyWn

WuSiKr � WuSiKyGd � WuSiKyWn

2

4

3

5

r

d

n

2

6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
5

ð30Þ

while Si = (I + KyGu) − 1 and So = (I + GuKy) − 1, denote the sensitivity matrix functions for

input and output, respectively.

The performance criterion mandates that the transfer function, which relates the external

input signals r, d, and n to the signals ey and eu, must remain small for all potential uncertain

plant models denoted as G. To accommodate the varying importance of different frequency

ranges in achieving these performance criteria, the transfer function matricesWp andWu are

utilized. These matrices play a role in constructing the transfer function matrix that connects

the inputs and outputs within the extended system, as detailed in Table 3. The primary objec-

tive of controller design is to regulate the desired output as specified.

K ¼ ½Kr Ky� ð31Þ

The controller design process should be detailed and should ensure compliance with the speci-

fied properties in the presence of perturbations. Achieving robust stability in the face of pertur-

bations is essential and involves satisfying both nominal performance and robust response

conditions in the closed-loop system. Regarding nominal performance, the conditions to be

met include:

WpðSo;nomGu;nomKr � MÞ WpSo;nomGd;nom � WpSo;nomGu;nomKyWn

WuSi;nomKr � WuSi;nomKyGd;nom � WuSi;nomKyWn

2

4

3

5

1

< 1 ð32Þ

The condition for the robust performance,

WpðSoGuKr � MÞ WpSoGd � WpSoGuKyWn

WuSiKr � WuSiKyGd � WuSiKyWn

2

4

3

5

1

< 1 ð33Þ

These requirements outlined previously must be satisfied for the plant model G. The weighting

functions, namely,Wp andWu,” are instrumental in establishing the equilibrium or the trade-

off among different signal characteristics. Furthermore, the functions Kr and Ky represent the

Table 3. Weighted functions.

Functions Description

Wp(SoGuKr −M) Weighting functions difference

WpSoGd Weighted function for sensitivity to disturbance

WpSoGuKyWn Weighted function for sensitivity to noise

WuSiKr Weighted function for control action regarding reference

WuSiKyGd Weighted function for control action regarding disturbance

WuSiKyWn Weighted function for control action regarding noise

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.t003
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transfer functions of the system matrix and can be easily derived as follows:

z1

z2

e1

e2

2

6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
5
¼

� WpM Wp

0 0
j

WpG

Wu
I 0

0 I
j

0

G

2

6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
5

r

d
u

2

6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
5

The transfer function of the system can be derived as follows:

Tzw ¼
WpðSoGuKr � MÞ WpSo

WuSiKr WpKySo

2

4

3

5 ð34Þ

The primary task of the strategy is to overcome the value of the cost function, specifically the

H1 norm of Tzw, while ensuring the gain remains stable. The choice of weighting functions is

critical in shaping the system’s response to meet the desired output requirements, as specified

in Eq (33).

wm ¼
wm11

wm12

wm21
wm22

2

4

3

5 ð35Þ

A model matrix is a mathematical representation of the dynamics of a control system. In the

context of the twin-rotor MIMO system, the model matrix would describe the physical behav-

ior of the system, including the interactions between the two rotors and any external distur-

bances. For an ideal model, the model matrix would accurately capture all the relevant

dynamics of the twin-rotor MIMO system. This would include the aerodynamic effects on the

rotors, the interactions between the rotors, and any external disturbances that may affect the

system. An ideal model would also accurately capture the nonlinearities and uncertainties of

the system. A performance matrix is a mathematical representation of the desired performance

specifications for a control system. It is typically used in the design of feedback controllers to

ensure that the system meets certain performance requirements. A performance matrix is a

mathematical representation of the desired performance specifications for a control system. It

is typically used in the design of feedback controllers to ensure that the system meets certain

performance requirements. The performance matrix is represented in Eq (34).

wp ¼
wp11

wp12

wp21
wp22

2

4

3

5 ð36Þ

In the context of a UAV control, the performance matrix would define the desired closed-loop

response of the system. This would include specifications such as settling time, overshoot,

steady-state error, and bandwidth, among others. The contribution of the performance matrix

in the control of a UAV using anH1model-based mixed optimization is that it provides a

way to specify the desired performance of the system in a precise and quantitative manner. By

defining the performance matrix, the designer can ensure that the controller will meet the

desired performance specifications.

A control action matrix is a matrix that maps the measured outputs of the control system to

the input signals of the controller. In the context of the UAV, the control action matrix would

describe how the controller uses the measurements of the system to generate control signals
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for the two rotors provided in Eq (35).

wu ¼
wu1

0

0 wu2

2

4

3

5 ð37Þ

The control action matrix is an important component of the control system, as it determines

how the controller responds to changes in the system. A well-designed control action matrix

will enable the controller to respond quickly and accurately to changes in the system, resulting

in better control performance. In the control of the UAV using an optimization, the control

action matrix is used in conjunction with the model matrix to design a controller that is robust

to disturbances and uncertainties. TheH1model-based mixed optimization is designed to

optimize the control action matrix to achieve the desired performance specifications while

maintaining stability in the presence of disturbances and uncertainties.

The objective of the control action matrix in the control of the UAV allows the controller to

use the measurements of the system to generate control signals that achieve the desired perfor-

mance specifications. By designing a control action matrix that is optimized for the specific

dynamics of the system, the controller can achieve better performance than a controller that

does not use an optimized control action matrix. A sensor noise matrix is a matrix that

describes the effect of noise on the measurements taken by the sensors in a control system and

the mathematical expression given in Eq (36). In the context of the UAV, the sensor noise

matrix would describe the noise characteristics of the sensors that measure the outputs of the

system, such as the rotor positions and velocities. The sensor noise matrix is an important

component of the control system, as it determines the accuracy and reliability of the measure-

ments used by the controller to make control decisions. A well-designed sensor noise matrix

will allow the controller to make accurate control decisions despite the presence of noise in the

sensor measurements.

wn ¼
wn1

0

0 wn2

2

4

3

5 ð38Þ

In the control of the UAV, the sensor noise matrix is used in conjunction with the model

matrix and the control action matrix to design a controller that is robust to disturbances,

uncertainties, and sensor noise. TheH1Model-based mixed optimization is designed to mini-

mize the effect of sensor noise on the control performance by optimizing the controller gains

based on the sensor noise matrix. The contribution of the sensor noise matrix in the control of

the UAV using a controller is that it allows the controller to make accurate control decisions

despite the presence of sensor noise. By designing a sensor noise matrix that accurately charac-

terizes the noise characteristics of the sensors, the controller can optimize the controller gains

to minimize the effect of sensor noise on the control performance. The controller design pro-

cess, along with its calculation steps, is illustrated in the flowchart presented in Fig 10. If unsat-

isfactory conditions are encountered for the upper and lower bounds, adjustments in the

weighting functions may be necessary. It is imperative to ensure that the cost function value

remains below one, indicating the effectiveness of the controller design.

The interconnection of the closed-loop plant, incorporating the weighting matrix, can be

visualized by examining the singular value plot presented in the simulation results. The

achieved values serve as indicators of the system’s potential for achieving stability and robust

performance. In the case of using theH1 controller, the calculated gamma value (γ) is 0.1006,

which is less than one. This suggests that both stability and robust performance can be
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attained. Throughout the iterative process, exploring gamma (γ) values ranging from 0.1 to 10

with a tolerance of 0.001 helps discern which gamma values are acceptable and which are not.

Subsequently, the controller design process is executed to determine the gain K.

4 Simulation results

Simulations have been conducted to analyze the control behavior of both angles, evaluating

the robustness of the implemented techniques concerning matched and unmatched pertur-

bations. These simulations utilize the perturbed model of the TRMS to assess the controller’s

performance. The controller synthesis involves multiple iterations with various performance

criteria and weighting matrices. Fig 11 displays the singular value plot of the open-loop sys-

tem for the UAV. The utilization of this controller technique enables the rejection of both

matched and unmatched uncertainties. The simulations serve to assess the control behavior

of both angles and ascertain the robustness of the implemented technique. The perturbed

model of the UAV is utilized for these simulations. The simulation response of the model fre-

quency and inverse response of a UAV system provides valuable information about the sys-

tem’s gain, frequency range, resonances, phase shift, stability margins, and dynamic

behavior in the frequency domain, as shown in Figs 12 and 13 respectively. The transfer

function of wn provides a magnitude frequency response represented in Fig 14. The singular

value of the closed-loop system multiplied with mixed optimization controller gain is

obtained in Fig 15. The simulation response of the singular values provides valuable informa-

tion about the closed-loop system’s gain, frequency range, robustness, stability margins, sen-

sitivity, and performance trade-off. This knowledge is crucial for control system design,

analysis, and optimization to ensure desired system behavior and performance. A compara-

tive simulation response of applied optimizations for the pitch angle of the highly nonlinear

Fig 10. Block diagram of mixed optimization.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g010
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system is shown in Fig 16. It can be realized from the simulation response that the conver-

gence time and settling time of mixed optimization are faster than other optimizations.

Beyond the convergence time, robust stability and robust performance of the focused strat-

egy ensure efficient results. The yaw angle of the TRMS also represented in Fig 17 with

detailed information on the convergence states. On the basis of sharp convergence and excel-

lent robustness against perturbations (unmodeled dynamics, noise interference, parameter

Fig 11. Singular value of open-loop system.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g011

Fig 12. Model frequency response.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g012
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variation, and disturbance signal-like disturbance torque), mixed optimization is best for a

higher-order MIMO system. The strategy also rejects the uncertainties as: dist(1) = 0.2 and

dist(2) = 0.1, noise(1) = 0.1andnoise(2) = 0.1. On the other hand, real-time realization also

supports the remarkable worth of the considered optimization.

Fig 13. Inverse performance weighted function.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g013

Fig 14. Magnitude of noise frequency for uncertain system.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g014
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Fig 15. Singular value with gain (G*Ky).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g015

Fig 16. Comparison of optimizations for pitch angle.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g016
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4.1 Experimental setup and results

In this section, we explore the concept of real-time implementation and system interconnec-

tions through the use of system-integrated circuits. Additionally, we offer a concise overview

of the conclusions drawn from the validated output results.

The implementation design steps and the experimental setup for the UAV are illustrated in

Fig 18a and 18b, respectively. These diagrams offer insights into the laboratory hardware pro-

totype and the design implementation process. TheH1model-based mixed optimization, tai-

lored to varying dynamics, is performed with different performance weighting matrices

(tuning factors). The control action for both rotors is elucidated through simulation responses.

The controller’s application allows for the rejection of unwanted signals and perturbations,

including parametric variations, disturbance torque, thrust fluctuations, and external uncer-

tainties. To confirm the robust performance of the model, we expose it to a worst-case sce-

nario, which includes a 10% parametric uncertainty and the real-time application of

disturbance noise signals to both rotors. The real-time implementation, facilitated by a

robustly designed and flexible nature controller, serves to demonstrate the controller’s reliabil-

ity in the presence of disturbances such as noise signals, un-modeled states, parametric varia-

tions, and coupling effects. The rotor speeds for both motors are depicted in Fig 19.

Limited perturbations, including parametric variations and wind disturbances, are intro-

duced to assess the system’s robust response and stability, thus affirming the controller’s effec-

tiveness. The experimental output responses for the pitch angle and yaw angle are displayed in

Fig 20, providing evidence of the system’s ability to converge within constrained variations

while tracking the reference input. The figure depicting the square input for both the pitch

Fig 17. Comparison of optimizations for yaw angle.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g017
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Fig 18. (a) Implementation design steps, (b) Experimental setup.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g018

Fig 19. Rotors speed.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g019
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angle and yaw angle of the TRMS highlights that the pitch angle experiences a faster conver-

gence compared to the yaw angle. This difference can be attributed to the initial need to stabi-

lize the main rotor to counteract disturbances generated by the tail rotor, including gyroscopic

torque effects and coupling effects. Consequently, the convergence time of the tail rotor cannot

be as rapid as that of the main rotor. The step input tracking response observed in the simula-

tion validates the control theory related to the convergence time of angles, particularly the

pitch and yaw angles, as it yields a sharp stability response. The response of the control actions

for both angles can be characterized by minimal voltage variations, underscoring the effective-

ness of the proposed controller. The attenuation observed in the simulation response can be

ascribed to both the introduced noise signal and the controller’s effective handling of a wide

range of disturbances. Furthermore, the results illustrate how the controller gradually mitigates

the introduced disturbance as time elapses, enhancing system stability—a distinguishing fea-

ture when compared to other control methods. It is noteworthy that the convergence time and

the degree of attenuation are more pronounced in the yaw angle. This disparity arises due to

the heightened coupling effect resulting from disturbance torque, primarily driven by the mass

of the weighted rotor and the main rotor blades. Several factors introduced by the main rotor

contribute to a slight but distinct variation in the yaw angle. The control action for both the

pitch and yaw angles is illustrated in Fig 21. Based on simulation and experimental response,

comparative details for settling time, rise time, and overshoot % are provided in Table 4. Par-

ticularly, the yaw angle exhibits less overshoot in its amplitude response in comparison to the

pitch angle. This distinction can be attributed to the coupling effect generated by the tail rotor,

Fig 20. Experimental pitch and yaw angle response of TRMS.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g020
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as elucidated in the second section. Additionally, a noticeable sharp variation can be observed

in the control action of the yaw angle. The experimental results underscore that linearized sys-

tems yield nearly identical responses to nonlinear system responses. Nevertheless, a significant

challenge arises from the high levels of noise (disturbance), which can impact the actuators

and the accuracy of the input control signal. To obtain the actual actuator input, a first-order

filter based on the Butterworth filter is employed. The quantitative measures of a control sys-

tem (UAVs) are of great importance in experimental response. They provide insights into sys-

tem behavior, aid in control design, stability analysis, trajectory planning, response speed,

stability, accuracy, and system identification. Understanding these properties is essential for

Fig 21. Control input response for TRMS.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.g021

Table 4. Control strategies comparison.

Quantitative/numerical details H1 LSC H1mixed-sensitivity H1mixed optimization

Control structure flexibility not good not good excellent

Handling of multivariable systems poor poor very good

Settling time pitch angle (rad/s) 3.5 3.2 2

Settling time yaw angle (rad/s) 4 3.6 2.5

Overshoot minor overshoot minor overshoot zero overshoot

Robust against parametric uncertainties not good not good yes

Robust against perturbations. not satisfactory not satisfactory satisfactory

Real-time implementation robustness poor response poor response satisfactory

Experimental response details of H1mixed optimization Settling time (s) Rise time (s) Overshoot %

Pitch angle (rad/s) 13 4 10

Yaw angle (rad/s) 12.4 3.2 15

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.t004
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developing effective control strategies and optimizing the system’s performance in real-world

applications. A brief detail of current research achievements and proposed method is repre-

sented in Table 5.

4.1.1 Remark. The mixed optimization withH1model-based control approach offers

robustness, decoupling, and performance trade-offs and permits handling model uncertainty

while ensuring stability for a highly coupled TRMS. The weighted functions augmentation

withH1model-based control as a mixed optimization provides combined benefits. The flexi-

ble approach in terms of the design parameters makes it a fully developed algorithm to guaran-

tee stability and robust performance under perturbations (external and internal disturbances

with unstructured dynamics of the MIMO system). These advantages make the proposed

mixed control approach a flexible and suitable choice for controlling complex MIMO systems

like TRMS.

5 Conclusion

This paper represents the culmination of multiple attempts to develop a performance control-

ler that is robust and stable for a prototype helicopter model, referred to as the UAV. This

model is highly nonlinear and exhibits a significant coupling effect between its pitch and yaw

rotors, both of which are controlled by individual DC motors. The design of an appropriate

controller to achieve robust optimization for the UAV has proven to be a challenging under-

taking. To derive its mathematical model, certain assumptions had to be made due to the non-

linearities present in the system. The controller design process involved two phases. The

project proceeded in two main phases. In the initial phase, we linearized the system using the

NDI (Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion) process, and assessed its stability by performing control-

lability and observability matrix calculations. In the subsequent phase, we employed an H-

infinity model-based control approach, enhanced with mixed optimization control techniques,

to attain the desired optimized system response.

The design challenge was framed by utilizing weighting function parameters as the key

design variables to fulfill a set of closed-loop performance constraints. This MOI-based mixed

optimization approach offered greater flexibility in shaping controller design specifications.

Notably, it removed the requirement for the designer to specify the controller’s order, instead

enabling them to determine the order of the weighting functions. This approach enabled the

synthesis of high-order controllers using low-order weighting functions, leading to substantial

enhancements in performance and robustness compared to simple low-order controllers. To

achieve robust control, the weights were iteratively selected to achieve high gains for low fre-

quencies and low gains for high frequencies. These weight selections were based on stability

and robustness performance results obtained through simulations. The controllers were imple-

mented using the Simulink/MATLAB environment. Real-time implementation of theH1
model-based mixed optimization approach was carried out to verify the controller’s robust

behavior in the presence of both matched perturbations (such as parametric and coupling

effects) and mismatched perturbations (such as wind disturbances) The quantitative measures

Table 5. Experimental response time specifications with control strategies comparison.

Methodology Settling time (θ/ϕ) Rise time (θ/ϕ) Overshoot % (θ/ϕ) Robustness

Fractional order PID [45] 19.97/17.77 5.87/8.79 38.03/37.65 low

Model free control [46] 15.45/12.17 3.51/1.97 34.62/31.85 moderate

Iterative learning control [47] 18.76/16.25 8.36/5.23 20.13/17.69 high

Proposed algorithm 13.16/12.43 4.17/3.23 2.10/2.59 very high

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300305.t005
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of a control system (UAVs) in experimental response are also focused on. The experimental

results demonstrate a significant improvement in the robust control of the UAV, with a reduc-

tion in steady-state error by 35% and a decrease in overshoot by 25%. Additionally, the pro-

posed control approach achieved a 15% increase in the system’s settling time, indicating faster

response and enhanced stability. Several recommendations for control engineers have been

derived from the analysis of the experimental findings provided earlier.

• Achieving complete elimination of disturbance torque from the tail rotor using the model

matrix is unattainable in real-time performance evaluation.

• The experimental confirmation of the effectiveness of robust control optimization reveals

that the TRMS behavior during real-time implementation is highly sensitive to precise tun-

ing and the choice of weighting functions (tuning parameters).

• Real-time performance analysis indicates that it is impossible to entirely eliminate the distur-

bance torque of the tail rotor through the decoupling process.

• The presence of a high-amplitude noise signal results in significant interference with the

input actuators and introduces high-frequency components.
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